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New in mini edition! All living things do different sorts of poo. Some are different colours, others

have different smells or sizes. Some do it on land, some poo in water. Some poo in a toilet, or in a

potty, or in their nappies. This children's book has a no-nonsense approach to the bodily function to

encourage children not to be ashamed about potty training.
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The contrasting colours make the pictures fun to look at, with a few questions about some animal

waste production which will encourage readers to do a bit of research in this 10/10 read. This

brilliant little book gives the reader lots of essential information about poos, a child's scatological

dream! The contrasting colours make the pictures fun to look at, with a few questions about some

animal waste production which will encourage readers to do a bit of research in this 10/10 read. This

brilliant little book gives the reader lots of essential information about poos, a child' s scatological

dream!

Taro Gomi is an award-winning author and illustrator of over 300 titles in his native Japan.

The book is much, much smaller than I expected. Fits in the palm of an adult hand. Initially thought

this would be a con, but it is the perfect size for my 2 year old. He really loves this book. The pages

are thin and it wrinkle easy, but the book is inexpensive and



My son enjoys me reading this book. I just have to be patient for him to begin sitting on the toilet to

poop rather than standing and bending to poop.

Particulary good for austistic children who are sensitive to the sensations of needing to poo. If they

hold it in, it can cause severe constipation and possible bowel obstruction. I recommend multiple

books like this to reiterate that poo is normal and they need to get it out.

I love this book! This is the fourth one I've bought. This is the British "poo" version, as opposed to

the American "poop" one. That's fine with me. It's actually educational, too.

I have Everyboby Poops by Taro Gomi-little did I know this was Everybody Poos. It is also a mini

version of the "typical" size book which was a disappointment. However shipping was fast and

product was on prime condition. Would use seller again.

Was surprised this hard cover book was a MINI. I don't think I saw listing referenced it as a MINI

until after I received it which is disappointing. Makes me second guess if there's some sort of bait

and switch. Was surprised the books, I ordered came sooner than the approximate month long

delivery date. I'm disappointed as I think the original Everybody Poops has more diagram.

Love the book, however it was on the tiny size.

I've loved this book since I first saw it. The only thing that didn't really fit my expectations is that this

book was SUPER TINY.
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